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We like to keep a commitment or two here at the GAGB, and one of
the 'new ideas' for 2016 were roving events. Summer is here now,
so we held our first one at Dearnford Lake, near Whitchurch in
Shropshire. It had something for everyone – a lake for swimming
and boating, an underwater cache, an island cache, and a nice loop
for families young and old! It's a semi-enclosed park with a kids’
playing area too, so a great location and the weather was kind to us.

GAGB ROVING EVENT #1
WHITCHURCH, SHROPSHIRE
GC6FW7V

Are we
there yet?

Found it!

M

ega
North
Wales
came along too –
what a fab event
shelter they have! We raised
£110 for the Maze fund, &
plenty of generous prizes were
won.

Cold?
No….

You
found
me!

T

he café did us proud! We
bought discounted bacon
sarnies while setting up,
lunch was yummy, & we had
wine and tea by the bucketful!
There’s a TB Hotel in the café
lobby too—fab!

I

f you'd like the GAGB to
come and visit your area,
please get in touch! We'll
do our best to arrange a visit
and chat to folks about what
we do, why we do it, and
whether you'd like to get
involved too!

P

lenty of new cachers
came along, so Sharant
loaned out a 10-yr-old to
help search!
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GAGB’s Snowdon CLEAN-UP
Snowdon has a problem—it’s very popular. Everyone who climbs loves the experience,
the view, the sense of achievement, and the bragging-rights afterwards. Sometimes there
are so many people you have to queue to get to the top! The Park Rangers love having
such a problem—they are very proud of the place—and want to keep it clean and safe,
accessible and pure, and litter-free. They have a problem… we can help out!

Walk up, pick up,
walk down, drop off!
Routes Up & Down:
You don’t have to walk up and
down the same way—perhaps car
-share or use the Sherpa bus to
get a new view in both directions.
Recommended:
1.

2.

3.

Maybe walk up the Miners’
Track and down the Llanberis path? Nice views too.
Sharant & friends will be in
the other valley—walking up
Ryyd-Ddu,
down
the
Ranger’s Path, and then
back to the start. More geocaches that way…
The Watkin’s Path is more
challenging.
You pass the
Gladstone Rock and carry on
up the Khyber Pass!

On Thursday, August 4th, at 12:30pm,
GAGB will kick-off an almighty effort to

CLEAN UP SNOWDON!
http://www.gagb.org.uk/
snowdon.php
We’ll be at the summit with the Park
Rangers, and we’ll hand out litter bags,
safety gloves, and maps of where the big
problems are, and where the collection
points are.
We’ll share GPS co-ords of
anything we’ve all seen on our way up, too.
Come & join us!
Tell us you are coming at
http://tinyurl.com/snowdoncleanup

Here’s the result of a previous effort by
Respect the Mountains in May 2015.
Can we collect more?

Safety Advice


Check the weather forecast & carry suitable clothing



Plan your route properly—study the map and take a
paper map as well as your GPS



Wear layers, the weather can change a lot



Use the right footwear! Ankle support!



Don’t rely on
connection.



Look at the National Park’s safety advice website:
www.eryri-npa.gov.uk/visiting/safety-advice

a

good

phone

signal

or

data

Find us on Facebook or tell us on the GAGB Forum

Photos, stories, guides, and full route info is available at the National Parks’ own website, http://www.eryri-npa.gov.uk/visiting/walking/mountain-walks.
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GEOCAMPING IRELAND

Geocamping in the Galtees
GC69WNG
Aug 19-21, 2016
Glen of Aherlow Caravan and Camping Park

If you are a regular Geocacher in Ireland, over the last few
years, you can’t have missed what has now become a
regular fixture in the Geocaching calendar here – the now
annual Geocamping Ireland event. I thought I’d share
about this event and what to expect if you come to one.

County Tipperary, Ireland

What is Geocamping Ireland?
Geocamping has now become an annual Geocaching
event that takes place on the island of Ireland. Where it is
held in Ireland varies from year to year – it has been my
attempt to take it to various locations which have interesting caches and interesting scenery. The name however
can be misleading to some. While the core event is always
based at a camp site where a number of Geocachers will
be staying, as with all other Geocaching events, it’s open
to anyone to attend. And many do – camping is not for
everyone’s tastes and people stay in local accommodation
or even attend as a day visitor from home.

Who Comes to an Event Like This?
What Takes Place at a Geocamping Ireland
Event?
From its inception in the summer of 2012, Geocamping has
always been far more than just a single meet and greet event.
It was always my intention to surround the core event with
other interesting activities and events that Geocachers would
be interested in attending.
In the past we’ve visited the Skellig Islands (GC5506A — an
ancient monastery and home of Luke Skywalker) to the Aran
Islands (GC5VWWE, with ancient stone walls ), and the wreck
of the M.V. Plassey, where we just missed Father Ted!

Geocamping 2016—August 20th
The main Geocamping event takes place once again in amazingly beautiful surroundings – this time in County Tipperary,
about 15 minutes drive south of the county’s titular town in the
Vale of Aherlow, nestling in the foothills of the Galtee mountains.
It has already been published on Geocaching.com and you can
find it described in more detail at http://coord.info/GC69WNG. It’s
a large camp site by Irish standards and we have an area set
aside for us, which includes shelter if it rains. For the camping
shy, there is plenty of B&B accommodation nearby too.

Everyone’s welcome of course! You don’t have to be camping at
the event location – you may even be staying relatively locally
and would like to meet up with some local cachers. If you haven’t
planned your holidays this year, can I perhaps encourage you to
come to Ireland and visit our event as part of your holidays? Ireland’s a beautiful island – from the very north with places like the
Giant’s Causeway to the south with Skellig Islands.

See you soon—Slán go fóill!
By Hywel Williams, Eclectic
Penguin
Seeker
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THE ROCKY ROAD TO DUBLIN!
Willowthecat mooted the idea first. Cheap flights from
Manchester to Dublin, an old cache, a cheap day out?
Several people were interested, and so one Saturday in
April, a group of five set off very early… My own
track-record is not great (Seeker 28), but as part of a
team, would I bag the prize -CG43, Europe's oldest
Challenge number one was flight coordination. Titan470
had booked the wrong flight, and had told Manx Rose
this, so they headed off for terminal 1, whilst the rest of
us headed to terminal 3, making most of our fast track
security passes (not so fast when jennthefunkyranger
got stopped and had her bag searched...). There had
been the debate about who would get to Dublin first,
with both flights leaving and arriving at the same time.
Ryanair flight won the race, though the two on the Aer
Lingus flight certainly had a more peaceful flight, with
less hen & stag parties on-board, making it the rowdiest
flight this seasoned traveller has ever been on!
Stop the bus and send her down the rocky road!
Once we'd all reconvened in Dublin, it was onto the bus,
where we missed our stop when the driver failed to respond to the bell, but this meant we were able to walk
right past the webcam cache, and bag it now rather than
coming back later. A bit of playing chicken and we were
in the right place. Say “Cheesey”…!
To see the lassies smile, laughing all the while...
We then took the DART down to Bray - a quick journey,
and we soon had the Bray Sidetracked in the bag, whilst
Jennthefunkyranger and Manx Rose went back to use
the station facilities. They took too long! So the others
went to DNF a nearby church micro. Meanwhile at the
loos the lesson was teaching exchange students how to
handle Convenience inconveniences—the ladies and
disabled were shut and the Gents did not meet the
exacting demands of the students. Jennthefunkyranger

By Jennthefunkyranger
Supporting cast: Willowthecat,
Rose, Seeking Steve and Titan470

Manx

braved them, reckoned it was not that bad, and miraculously the flush worked too! Kids these days – they'd
never make it as Geocachers!
Then I took a stroll all among the quality

make: airport or pub!

The group reunited, but right away the boys headed for
another cache that wasn't on our list! Willowthecat
herded the wayward kittens back to the plan, and we
headed to the coastal path, grabbing several trads, a
few earthcaches and a letterbox, before reaching the
Holy Grail – GC43. It was a stiff climb up the hill, and
Titan470 was the first. He very kindly waited till we were
all there before unearthing it from it’s lair, before shouting out “its a film pot!” Luckily, it was more than this!
The log was signed, TBs exchanged, and we posed for a
photo before re-hiding, and heading back to the DART.

To be so soon deprived a view of that fine city

He took a drop of the pure and just kept on askin’
Back to Dublin to grab a virtual, get caught up in the
1916 anniversary parade and see the sights of Dublin
before getting the airport bus. At the stop we were
accosted by a rather inebriated chap wanting the price
for the number 27 bus, which was actually at the stop at
the time. He missed this, plus several subsequent buses,
came back to us a few more times but finally left us
alone. When our bus FINALLY arrived, he followed us
upstairs, and everyone on the bus learned how upset he
was to have lost his bottle of 7Up. He was so upset,
maybe there was more than just 7Up in there…?
Crying after the rogue...
After horrendous traffic — we had a big decision to

We had arranged an event at the pub, and there was an
interesting cache there, but after the traffic delays we
might miss the plane! What to do! We split up—and
slower walkers held a branch event in the airport coffee.
Speedy folk went to the pub to meet the locals!
From there I got away, me spirits never failing
Guess what—we ended up late for our flight! It was a
long walk to our gate from the coffee shop, which became a long run the rest of the way when we heard our
names called—and what about the others in the pub?
We told the gate staff that they were just behind us, the
gate staff called encouragements too as they chuffed up,
the gate now showed as closed on the screens, and we
Walked the Plank of Shame as last folk on board!
The boys of Manchester, when we safely landed
The flight this time was far more comfortable, till we
tried to land! Or crash... Seasoned flyers nearly wet
themselves as the plane hit the ground with great force,
veered off to the left, and then did a long slide to a halt.
Made for a rather hair raising end to the trip!
A very long, eventful but fun day, and definitely worth
doing! Now who is up for part 2, the pub crawl virtuals?
Apologies from the editor to The Dubliners for messing with the
lyrics of their fine pub song, The Rocky Road To Dublin.
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IT’S A MYSTERY—DUBLIN & DOUGLAS!
It's a Mystery - The Irish Part

W

hen you know that Europe's oldest geocache is
just across the water, in a place you can see on
a clear day, it just has to be done. So a trip to
Dublin became a solid plan. Although the inspiration for
our trip was to find GC43, we are lovers of mystery
caches so we were delighted at the number of question
marks we spotted on the map of Dublin—Get Thinking!!

W

e spent most evenings in the weeks leading up
to our visit poring over puzzles. We delved into
hidden data and dormant brain cells. Google
and Wiki were our friends. Sometimes slowly and sometimes suddenly, co-ordinates were revealed. We even
confess to one or two messages to COs when, after
making progress, we hit brick walls. We were delighted
to be first to solve an unfound mystery cache, Rebellion
(Easter Rising 1916) GC6BJG2, but it was still some
time before our trip so hopes of the FTF were slim.

pursuit, you will appreciate our trepidation—if it rained
the same as today, we had to forget about Bray Head .

B

ut what a difference a day makes. The sun was
shining and the weather was warm, which was
lucky as all our stuff was still soaking wet!. After a
pleasant coastal train ride we found the old cache, the
wherigo, the puzzles and some trads, Earthcaches,
letterboxes and multis too! The climb up Bray Head was
challenging to say the least to this pair of old codgers so
once again, by the end of the day, we were totally
cream crackered and DNFd a couple of what should have
been easy finds. But just time for a few more mysteries!

A

better than others and a couple were adaptations of
what we'd seen and solved. But when you keep nudging
each other in the middle of the night and it's not a
"cuddle" you want but confirmation of whether a certain
puzzle will work, it's time to get some of those ideas
down onto cache pages. Anyway, Mr. Twoofnine wanted
to make some geoart, so what easier way than some
question marks in the sea, less than a couple of miles
from where we live? So the idea of the "Triskelion"
series was born.

W

e were going to release the caches slowly over
the year, but we were buzzing with so many
ideas we actually released the first six
together. Another three were published a week later and
another three after a few more days. The "art" is arranged around a mystery cache icon we already had in
place, and there’s 16 caches all-told in our "Triskelion"
series. When you consider that the icons are in the sea,
and the cache must be within two miles, you will
appreciate that we weren't exactly spoilt for choice when
it came to locations—and we don't scuba dive! But we
think the places are interesting and appropriate enough.

C
G

ome to Douglas and see our Dublin-spired mystery
caches—you’ll
also earn a nice icon for your
profile page if you find all 16 and believe us, you'll
have earned it!

t last the big day arrived and we boarded the
plane as the clouds were lifting over the Isle of
Man. Alas the rain was pounding down as we
arrived at our hotel. But were we downhearted? Well,
yes! But the unfound cache was still unfound and it
would take more than the weather to dampen our enthusiasm. The hide was quite close to our hotel so it was
our first port of call and bingo! We found it and bagged
the FTF. Result!

Less than
100 miles!

o to Dublin too—there’s lots of lovely mystery
caches there to inspire you—don’t just grab one
old cache, look around!
Good luck!

T

he rain still fell, but we had travelled here to cache
so that's what we did, planning our route around
the puzzles we'd solved and picking up trads,
virtuals and Earthcaches along the way. By the evening
two tired, drowned rats (or longtails as they're referred
to by the Manx people) had a disappointing DNF (it
really was too wet to search properly) and became
convinced that it was time to call it a day. We hung our
clothes, bags and shoes to dry as best we could in our
room and planned Day 2. First the DART to Bray for the
hunt for GC43, but there was also the wherigo
GC5TFZ4 (see photo) as well as a couple of puzzles
we'd solved. If you have attempted, visited, or even
seen pictures of, the ascent of Bray Head included in its

It's a Mystery - The Manx Part

T

he whole experience inspired us to want to put out
some more mystery caches of our own and our
brains were overflowing with ideas. Well, our
brains aren't that big and to be fair, some ideas were

By Angie Brook, Twoofnine
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GEOCACHING ON A PHONE
Yes folks, some people don't have a GPS, and yes folks, some parts of Britain don't have a particularly good data connection, and yes folks, some people can't afford unlimited 4G plans anyway. If
someone asks you how they can cache on their phone while offline, what would you advise them?

Caching by phone
in Douk Cave,
Photo by Nick Parker

Official Groundspeak app

Locus

C:Geo

Other apps are available...

The new app is not the old app.
But it's easy to use.

Rather complicated, full-featured
app. mods available to add many
specialist maps & features.

Relatively easy to use, lots of
features built in, specialist app
designed for us!
Pro: modern interface, and range

Cachly is iPhone only and isn’t
free. Those who pay tend to
be happy with its features and
maps.

of navigation options.

GCBuddy is an add-on app,
and is great for multi-caches.

Pro: basic stuff is very easy to
find – maps, lists, cache info,
hints, logging, TBs – all just there.

Pro: more features than anyone will

Con: only basic maps available,

Con: rather obscure interface—

none with footpaths.

designed for ‘nerds’?

Best use: in towns, for

Best use: Highly-active tech-savvy

beginners.

cacher who travels a lot.

ever use!

Con: you can easy lose the wood
for the trees here…

Best use: Serious cachers who
just want to see footpaths and
caches at the same time!

MemoryMap will record your
trail waypoints & data (Locus
does too, but MemoryMap is
easier to use).
Geocaching Plus is for Windows phones & mobile devices—it claims to do most
things, but it’s not well known!

Pocket Queries

Premium members of Groundspeak’s
geocaching.com can create Pocket
Queries – lists of caches that automatically run, automatically update themselves, and can be scheduled to update
on certain days of the week. Navigate
to the "Member Features" area and
Buy a GPS: Most serious geo- choose Pocket Query Generator to crecachers also have a GPS unit.
ate a new one. The simplest might be
It will generally come with an
to set the location to be 'home coordioption to buy OS Maps – by far nates' and run it every Friday to be asthe best walking maps availsured of the latest cache details every
able in Britain and not easily
weekend! You can also open any
accessed via the phone apps.
bookmark list and turn that into a
However, GPS units require
pocket query – when you later update
planning ahead, and do not use the bookmark, when the PQ is generdata connections, so forwardated it automatically picks up new adplanning and Pocket Queries
dition to the bookmark list.
are a ‘must’.
Have a play!

Plan Ahead:
Where are you going today? Whichever app you use, look before you
go, download the map of the area, and also save the caches in an offline list. If you lose connectivity while out there, you’re still sorted!
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HOSTING EVENTS
Geocaching events are a fun way of getting together with other cachers
and finding out how others go about caching. They are typically friendly,
welcoming and safe. If you’ve never been to one, why not look on
GAGB’s events page (http://gagb.co.uk/events.php) for one that’s coming
up soon and is fairly near to you?
If you’ve been to a few events and are starting to think about maybe
(possibly) considering hosting an event (perhaps…) then I’d like to encourage you, and provide a few tips.

What sort of event?
An event can be a simple, easy-to-organise evening in a pub.
These are fairly low-maintenance – get a dozen or two geocachers
together in a pub or café for an afternoon or evening and things
will pretty much run themselves.
An event can mark somewhere or ‘somewhen’ special – sunrise on
the solstice? A birthday party for some ‘eccentric’ cacher who
wants to invite strangers along! The anniversary of a battle. These
take a bit more effort on your part – be ready for questions,
enthusiastic far-travelled folk, and so on.
An event can be anything, really. To attract folk make it interesting
but let your imagination go.

Now write up your cache page for Geocaching.com:
Review the event guidelines:


https://www.geocaching.com/about/guidelines.aspx#event

Write up your listing:


https://www.geocaching.com/hide/createcache.aspx?e=1

Even if you don’t submit it yet, once you save it you can share it with
your reviewer, and they can see that its coming up.

P

Organising your event:

L

lan your event up to 90
days ahead – the longer
the better, so local cachers
get a greater chance of
seeing that it’s coming. At minimum, it must be two weeks or
more. Carefully choose the day,
too—who do you want to attract?
Midweek or weekend?

ist the event — with the
times, location, parking,
and any other useful info
like a link to a menu, or the
venue phone number. If there are
restrictions, please do state that
too. For most people the listing will
be the only info they check, so
make it right.

alk to the owner, landlord,
manager. Make sure it’s
someone in charge, and
that they are clear with you
on limits – max number of people,
designated area, car parking,
noise, food orders, whatever they
say, goes! State such requests in
your listing.

heck your date – is there
any other event nearby already? Groundspeak discourages events on the
same day in the same area (up to
20 miles), so look online or ask
your reviewer . If there’s a clash,
maybe adjust your plans or list the
event elsewhere.

T

Longer events: if you can reasonably expect that people need
to book an evening away to attend (eg a 3-night camping event
on some remote island!), you can
ask for your event to be published up to 180 days ahead.
You’ll get just one listing (‘smilie’)
for the entire event, of course!

C

After the event: soon after your
event has finished change your
event to be ‘disabled’. Then after
about two weeks ‘archive’ the
event. This is so that other cachers
don’t get a confused map. Remember to check that all trackables
have been removed from your
event before archiving.

Other listing sites are available. You can create a Facebook event, or list your event on opencaching.org.uk or www.terracaching.com
Seeker 29
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GAGB CITO WEEKEND
The GAGB can now confirm that the GAGB Annual CITO Weekend 2016
will be Saturday 17th September and Sunday 18th September.
We therefore invite all our members to hold CITO (Cache In Trash Out)
events on these dates.
This year, our Annual Weekend falls within Geocaching.com's own CITO
week, which runs between September 17-25. So, by organising your
GAGB CITO for September 17th/18th, you and your attendees will gain a
souvenir for your profiles, as well as giving something back to the
environment and being part of what we hope will be the biggest GAGB
Annual Weekend so far.
It is best to start organising your GAGB CITO event early—like now! To be
part of the GAGB ‘family’, please consider naming your event as follows:
GAGB 2016: [pick a name for your event]

Cache In Trash Out is an ongoing environmental initiative supported
by the worldwide geocaching community. Since 2002, geocachers
have been dedicated to cleaning up parks and other cache-friendly
places around the world. Through these volunteer efforts, we help
preserve the natural beauty of our outdoor resources. You can find
out more about CITO on our own CITO page and Geocaching.com's

Please note that more information may be announced nearer the time keep an eye on social media; we'll use #GAGB2016 when referring to our
Annual Weekend. Visit our helpful CITO Hosting webpage at
www.gagb.org.uk/cito-week.php.
Click here to find the CITOs involved in the GAGB CITO Weekend!
Join us and help give back to the countryside we all love so much!

The GAGB Committee members will try their best to organise as many
GAGB CITO events as possible between them and
publish them early. However, we need YOU to organise your own too - especially as we want to
make this year's Annual Weekend bigger and better
than ever before. So, join us to break some records
and be part of something special.
It is not as difficult or challenging as you may think
to organise a CITO event. If you need any help
whatsoever, just contact the GAGB
committee - we're more than happy to help.
The Clent
Hills
CITO
A memory from
2010 of our CITO
with the NT in
Worcestershire.
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THE MEGA EVENTS – PRACTICAL GUIDE
1-Piratemania

2-Geolympix

3-North Wales Mega & Maze

GC68Q7V—July 30, Shrewsbury

GC5XXYY—July 31, Ashridge, Herts

GC5TQ6Q—Aug 1-7, Llangollen

Anarchy reigns! Well, she tries to but I doubt
pirates will allow anyone to rule. Based around
a Camping weekend, plenty of geo-walks, fire
pits and games, loot, doubloons, and cosplay.
Bring a dodgy accent and a sense of humour.

Changelings, games, a Film Festival, the National Awards Ceremony, and loads of fun racing
around getting as much geocaching done as you
can. Expect to meet frantic cachers many times
as your paths cross and wins are recorded.

A week of caching events, culminating in the
biggest event of the year. The GPS Adventures
Maze (first time in Britain), and an assault on
Snowdon! Take the time to meet and chat, or
race off to visit the fantastic Welsh countryside.

3

1

2
Camping available from the Thursday evening
until Monday, and day visitors welcome.

Ashridge House National Trust is our host for
twelve hours of challenges and fun.

One weekend is never enough—a whole week of
great geocaching-themed events.

It all kicks off at 10AM sharp, with a bunch of
caches released and several hundred pirates
heading out for a good ol’ Treasure hunt.

Doors open at 9am, and there’s loads of fun
organised activities all day, in fact everything
you can imagine.

An earthcache day, a boating day, a night cache
event, Snowdon, a canal, a castle, and…

Evening entertainment is quite competitive, with
Pirate Captains vying for the most doubloons.
Join a team and may the luckiest pirate win...

Did you vote for the NGAs? Come and find
out who wins in the evening!

Good, family fun in a relaxed, friendly, setting.
Bring a dodgy pirate accent for maximum fun!

At 9pm we have a last gasp—the Night Cache.
A 2-hour encore for those with caffeine and carrots in their body to keep their eyes working!

Set your satnav for SY1 2PF

Set your satnav for HP4 1NP

The GPS Adventure Maze. Something for
everyone, all your questions answered and
many more explained too. Rave reviews from
Prague and Mainz, now in English, in Wales.
Drive, bike, walk, boat, train, plane, hitch a lift—
however you plan on getting there, be sure to:
Set your satnav for LL20 8SW
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Mega Week Wales 2016

Monday Aug 1
Imp’s Meet & Greet GC6ATQ3 
N52 43.733 W002 50.617


Calendar and Map of Events

Noon until 3pm

Picnic & Natter near the A5.
Tuesday Aug 2
Earthcache Day
N52 59.404 W003 57.822


10am until 4pm

Geological adventure for all the
family. Learn about how valleys
form & what the rocks reveal.
Sensible footwear please!
Wednesday Aug 3
Gala at Lake Bala
N52 54.350 W003 36.320


10am until 4pm

Bring your own boat or rent one
there—splashing about or watching
from the picnic site. Steam train!
Thursday Aug 4—Morning
Summit Up Snowdon GC6ATF1
N53 07.226 W004 07.429


8am until 2pm

Llanberis at the foot of Snowdon—
plan on an all-day exploration of
the valley & mountain.
Thursday Aug 4—Afternoon
Clean up Snowdon—Litter Pick
N 53 06.983 W 004 07.169


Kick-off 12:30pm at the top.

A note about event listings on geocaching.com: 4 of these events do not
earn you ’smilies’ on the Geocaching.com website. You’ll still get at least
one ‘smilie’ per day and you’ll still have loads of fun! Print out this page
to make sure you can find us all events even if they are not listed online
or in “PQ”s.  next to the GC code shows an official smilie event.

On the campsite
All campsite events have hot food and a
bar available

Monday Aug 1
Meet the Ddraig GC6ATPZ 

7pm until 10pm
Fireside natter about Mega Week.
Tuesday Aug 2
Film Night GC6ATPP 

7pm until 10pm
Geocaching photos and films to be
judged and awards given.
Wednesday Aug 3—GC6ATPH 
Medieval Knight

6pm until 11pm
Damsels in distress? Honour and
Bravery? Bring torches but no
pitchforks please.
Thursday Aug 5—GC6ATF4 
Sombreros after Snowdon

7pm until 10pm
A Mexican-themed night, with
appropriate food available on site
Friday Aug 6—GC6ATEW 
Camping Carnival at Carrog


7pm until 10pm

Friday Aug 5

Sunday Aug 7

Ddraig’s Big Day Out GC6ATER

Farewell Wales—Hello Devon

Mardi Gras! Including kids & adults
costume parade.

N52 56.881 W003 04.039

N52 58.916 W003 24.637

Maze Times:



10am until 4pm

Chill & picnic, or try your hand at
gorge walking, abseiling, canoeing
and bushcraft
Book at store.mega2016.org.uk



9am until 4pm

Meet the Devon crew, find new
caches, and see the bison! Buy
local produce to take home, and
say goodbye to new friends for a year.

GC66HYC
Wed:
Thu:
Fri:
Sat:

2pm-4pm
9am-4pm
9am-5pm
7am-7pm

Have you got an adventure to tell us about? Send articles to editor@gagb.org.uk
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